14. Buttonhole Edge. The buttonhole edge is a very traditional and attractive way to finish a
piece of Hardanger embroidery. It is usually worked around a border of satin stitch blocks, but
can also be used alone. It is worked similar to the satin stitch blocks, using #5 thread with each
stitch covering four threads of the fabric. The difference is the needle will now go straight with
the fabric and will be brought through the loop to produce a ridge (14a). After completing the
five stitches that correspond with the five stitches of the satin stitch block, form the rounded
corner. Pivot in the same corner hole that the fifth stitch used and work three diagonal corner
stitches (14b). Embroider the first stitch of the next series in the same corner hole (14c). Thus,
there will be five stitches sharing the corner hole. After completing the next five buttonhole
stitches corresponding to the satin stitch block, pivot the needle and come up in the same
corner hole again (14d) forming the second type of corner.
When the entire buttonhole edge is complete, secure the stitches with a sewing machine.
Using short stitches and matching thread, sew around the border just inside the ridge. Then
trim as close to the buttonhole edge as possible withont clipping the thread.
15. Eyelets. The eyelet stitch is often added between the buttonhole edge and the satin stitch
blocks. It can also be used in the center of a star motif or in the middle of four satin stitch
blocks, as shown in figure 15a. Securing the #8 thread on the wrong side of the fabric, bring it
up in the center hole where the eyelet will be worked. Then work around each hole of the
square, each time returning to the center hole (15a). No fabric threads are cut to form the eyelet
but each stitch is pulled to the outside, forming a larger center hole (15b).
16. Star. The star motif is a variation of the basic satin stitch. Each petal is worked separately
and from the center to the outside. Find the center hole of the area where the star is to be
placed and count up two holes. Bring the #5 thread up in the hole and
the first satin
stitch which covers two threads of the fabric (16a). Continue the satin stitches, increasing on the
right side by one thread with each stitch (16b). The fifth stitch should cover six threads of fabric.
With the next stitch, begin decreasing on the left side (16c), remaining in the same row as the
previous stitch on the right side. Continue until the ninth stitch covers two threads of fabric.
Slide the needle under the completed petal on the wrong side of the fabric and continue with
the remaining petals (16d). Notice the stitches for one petal share the holes with the adjoining
petal. This basic motif can be expanded by increasing each petal to the desired size. Notice the
completed star wi.ll have an unworked area in the center which is four threads square in size.
17. Ship. The ship motif is another variation of the basic satin stitch, using #5 thread. Each half
is worked separately. Begin, as with the star motif, by covering two threads of fabric with the
first satin stitch. Increase until ten threads of fabric are being covered and then decrease to
cover two threads, as in 17a. Continue with a series of five stitches, each covering two threads;
then three stitches at an angle, each covering two threads. The following stitch covers five
threads and the top stitch of the motif covers three. From there, slip underneath to the stitch
below the one covering five threads (17c). Complete the remaining stitches (17d). Slide under
the stitches on the wrong side of the fabric to reach the starting point. Complete the second half
of the ship motif (17e) .
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